The Company

• Mission

“Provide to the market global integrated Information Technology solutions, creating and developing, with its technological and business partners, the solutions that offer the greatest added value to its customers”

• Vision

“To be the best and greatest Portuguese Information Technology and Information Systems company in terms of growth and profit values”
European Projects History

• Long tradition in European Projects
  – More than a decade of successful participations as beneficiaries and coordinators

• eTEN projects:
  – **GEOCOMPASS**
    based on eContent project **GEORAMA**
  – **eEVE**
    based on eContent project **eMarCon** integrated with in-house product **Matriz**
Experience and feedback – General

- General Impression of eTEN Programme
  - Positive and important role
  - Transition from Investigation to Commercial Environment
  - Very welcome from companies that have invested in European Projects
• Long tradition in European Projects
  – More than a decade of successful participations as beneficiaries or coordinators

• eTEN projects:
  – GEOCOMPASS based on eContent project GEORAMA
  – eEVE based on eContent project eMarCon integrated with in-house product Matriz
A web based GEO-navigational portal that will provide all necessary information and services to the mountain & countryside tourism community.
GEOCOMPASS
Programme: eTEN
Duration: 18 months
Start Date: 01/03/05

GEOgraphical Community Operation for MaP-Based Advanced Services for SMEs
European Projects History

- Long tradition in European Projects
  - More than a decade of successful participations as beneficiaries or coordinators

- eTEN projects:
  - GEOCOMPASS
    based on eContent project GEORAMA
  - eEVE
    based on eContent project eMarCon integrated with in-house product Matriz
eMarCon
Programme: eContent
Duration: 24 months
Start Date: 01/01/2002

Objective
To implement a platform that permits geographically-distant European Museums and their visitors to produce and experience common virtual exhibitions on the Internet

www.eMarCon.net
Projects – Matriz Product

Matriz
Developed by the Portuguese Institute of Museums in partnership with ParaRede

A complete system of documentation and management of museological collections
Addressed to all the museum professionals, cultural spaces managers and holders of cultural items, public or private
eEVE
Programme: eTEN
Duration: 18 months
Phase: Negotiation

Electronic Emarcon based Virtual Exhibitions
Experience and feedback – Summary

• Negotiation Phase
  - The communication level with the Project Officers is good
  - Help and support seems to be available when asked
  - Not all required documentation is made explicit from the beginning
  - Requirements arriving later create stress and risk
  - Grant Preparation Forms (GPFs) contain bugs
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A outro nível.